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With over 30 years of activity and experience in the manufacture of
machinery for the flat glass sector, Hegla is ready for this year’s

edition of glasstec with a range of products to give visitors an idea of
its potential. This article takes us through the growth of Hegla as a

company as well as on a virtual tour of the stand at glasstec,
describing both the machines and their performance. 
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people in the areas of Engineering and
Development, Production and Marketing. DIN
EN ISO 9001:2000 certification was firstly
obtained in December 1995. 

THE HEGLA ADVANTAGE
One of the main pluses Hegla boasts is what

can be described as “complete production” –
the company manufactures each piece of equip-
ment from the beginning to end.

For Hegla clients all over the world, this is an
extreme plus in terms of flexibility when cus-
tomizing machines, speed and overall efficien-
cy and product quality.

In fact, service is also top priority at Hegla.
The company considers each customer a part-
ner with whom it can work to develop optimal

results. The company’s ser-
vice department runs round
the clock to field calls
worldwide.

GLASSTEC
At this year’s edition of

the glasstec trade fair,
Hegla will have a wide
range of its newly devel-
oped products on show.

ReMaster
The ReMaster System for

optimized processing of
remnant sheets was present-
ed to the industry for the
first time at the 2002 edition
of the glasstec trade fair and

MANFRED VOLLBRACHT, MANAGING DIRECTOR OF
HEGLA GMBH & CO. KG - CURRICULUM VITAE

HEGLA GROUP

1976 Foundation of Hegla Beverungen

1990 Foundation of Hegla Satteldorf to cover the south-German market

1991 Foundation of Hegla Döschwitz to cover the east-German market
Foundation of Hegla Wartung und Service as Professional-Center for Hegla Services

1995 1 January - Acquisition of the company Laser
May – Foundation of Hegla Corp. in Atlanta (US)
December - DIN EN ISO 9001 certification

1996 Foundation of Hegla france S.a.r.l. in Saverne

2001 25th Anniversary

2002 Certification according to DIN EN ISO 9001:2000
Foundation of Hegla Machinery (UK) Ltd. in Milton Keynes

2006 Foundation of Hegla Trading & Service GmbH, Moscow Representative Office

HEGLA HISTORY

✓ Born in Beverungen, Germany, 1952
✓ Graduated as Dipl.-Ing. in mechanical 

engineering
✓ Has been a technical employee of HEGLA since

October 1976
✓ From 1978 to 1986 he was Technical Manager

at HEGLA
✓ From 1987 to 2002 he was Sales Manager
✓ Since 2002 he has been Managing Director for

Sales and Marketing

158 is easier to get to the top than
to stay there”, says Manfred
Vollbracht, Managing Di-

rector of Hegla GmbH & Co. KG. “We learn
and try to improve everyday.” With missions of
serving its clients worldwide as partners and
maintaining leading status among equipment
manufacturers, Hegla Germany has a company
history marked by the goals achieved and con-
sistent growth since it was founded in 1976.
Clients of this company can be found in the
float glass industry with regards to architectural
glass, automotive glass and special glass types,
the fenestration industry, glass wholesalers and
fabricators and glaziers.

The structure of the Hegla group is product
oriented, and, in order to serve clients in the best
way possible, is divided into separate, specific
business sectors. Hegla employs about 300 

Hegla Beverungen General Headquarters, Germany

Hegla Maintenance and Service Beverungen, Germany

Hegla Plant Döschwitz, Germany

Hegla Plant Satteldorf, Germany

Hegla Machinery (UK) Ltd. Milton Keynes, Great Britain

Hegla Corp. Atlanta, Georgia, United States

Hegla France S.a.r.l. Saverne, France

Hegla Trading & Service GmbH Moscow, Russian Federation



159has been constantly improved since then. This
innovative system allows sub-plates of any type
to be stored above the Optimax cutting table and
can be used as the first plate of a new glass run,
thus reducing sub-plate waste drastically. It can
also be fitted to the AdvaLam automatic lami-
nated glass cutting table.

Twin cutting heads and the unique TWIN soft
coat edge deletion grinding head can also be
offered with Optimax and the range of auto-
matic laminated cutting equipment.

It is possible to integrate the ReMaster sys-
tem with existing machines (Universal
ReMaster). The integration of the ReMaster
offers optimized utilization of all remnants and
reduces material costs drastically.

The ReMaster automatic sub-plate re-use sys-
tem can now be integrated into existing cutting
lines. This prepares the ground for an efficient
production for all glass types and thicknesses. It
offers optimal utilization of sub-plates, decreases
material costs and drastically reduces unneces-
sary handling thus increasing output.

The ReMaster has its own software system
that can be linked by a predefined interface to
existing software packages. The stored sub-

plates within the system are shown on a screen
at the ReMaster, which can also be linked to the
production office.

The equipment consists of a horizontal stor-
age system above the cutting table which can
have 20 or 25 slots and a cantilever lifting sec-
tion which takes the glass from the cutting table
to the storage system and vice versa.

The unique system has been developed to
offer two solutions for 6 x 3 metres glass users
to reduce waste with increased output. The opti-
mization results achieved on 6 x 3 metres sheets
have always been very good but these yields do
not take into account the final sub plate which
could be about 4.5 x 3 metres or as small as 1 x
3 metres.

Although sub-plates can be reused, unloading
from the original run and the subsequent reload-
ing is time consuming and this double handling
will inevitably cause damage to the glass by
scratching, shelling, and so on. The unloading
of sub-plates also requires the use of overhead
cranes, which may already be in use and, in
many cases, the glass will have to be moved
many metres away from the end of the cutting
line, which is time consuming. The ReMaster

Universal
ReMaster



solves this problem with its unique lifting, stor-
age and reload solution.

The ReMaster lifting frame can be positioned
at the front of a line that is either fed by a
Double Sided Loader or Gantry System and can
automatically break sub plates for loading into
the storage system, especially when the glass
processor has a large number of glass types.

Further highlights
The space saving dynamic buffer for float

remnants – well known in the industry as
Tandem-ReMaster - will also be on show.
Further machines include the Optimax High
Performance Shape Cutting Machine Type with
the Hegla patented Edge Deletion device and a
fully automatic X-/Y-Breakout station.

Optimax
Galactic

ProLam

SortJet

SortJet – the next generation
A special highlight will be next generation of

the Hegla SortJet – directly connected with the
high performance cutting line described above!

Optimax Galactic – the ultimate float cut-
ting machine

The brand new Optimax Galactic marks a
further step towards the future of high-speed
float cutting. The system to be seen during
glasstec is equipped with linear drives enabling
an extremely high Cutting Speed with extraor-
dinary acceleration. Moreover, cutting accuracy
has been improved considerably. 

MarcColor Laser HSB
New legislation and increasing demand for

retraceability of toughened safety glass (ESG)
currently is an important topic in the industry.
During glasstec, Hegla will present the ultimate
answer to this question with the newly devel-
oped and patented MarcColor Laser HSB,
which can be either integrated into the existing
Hegla cutting line or utilized as a stand alone
device to easily and sustainable mark glass
plates. Marking with the Datamatrix-Code guar-
antees the everlasting and effective identifica-
tion of supplied toughened safety glass.

High Performance Laminated Cutting
Hegla also offers a wide range of innovations

in the area of laminated glass cutting, which
include: the new ProLam - automatic cutting
line for laminated glass with pre-edge deletion;

ReMaster  for laminated
glass - the stand-alone-
solution for dynamic pro-
cessing of laminated
remnants; and EcoLam
Plus - the ideal top level
basic solution.
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HEGLA GmbH
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Industrienstrasse 21 - Postfach 1253
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Tel: +49 – 5273 - 9050
Fax: +49 – 5273 - 905252
E-mail: info@hegla.de - www.hegla.de

Of course, all other well-known Hegla prod-
ucts such as space saving storage systems, vac-
uum handling devices, light cranes and logistic
systems will also be seen at the show!

OTHER PRODUCTS FROM HEGLA
Optimax shape cutting table
The Formline Free Fall or Tilt and the

Optimax Shape Cutting Tables with or without
soft coat edge deletion are Hegla’s flagship
products for float cutting. There are two speed
options for cutting and grinding: 120 metres
per minute cutting and 80 metres per minute
grinding as standard, as well as high-speed 
160 metres per minute cutting and 120 metres
per minute grinding. Twin
cutting and grinding are fur-
ther options.

Laminated cutting
Hegla’s laminated glass

cutting tables range from
semiautomatic types EcoLam

to fully automatic types
ProLam and AdvaLam
for glass dimensions of
3 x 2 metres or 6 x 3
metres. The ProLam and
AdvaLam can also be
supplied with fully auto-
matic shape cutting and
soft coat edge deletion
with twin head cutting
and twin grinding. Twin
grinding with 10-mil-

limetres and 20-millimetres wheels, is an
important advantage on laminated glass where
trims are not used.

Automatic breakout
Automatic breakout solutions are available

to suit 6 x 3-metre or 3 x 2-metre glass. 
The two options available are X-Breakout or
X-/Y-Breakout, and output can increase with
lower manpower.

Automatic loading
Automatic Double or Single Sided Loaders,

and Gantry Loaders are also available. These
loaders are becoming more popular for reasons

such as safety, higher out-
put and the increasing use
of special glass types.
Double-sided loaders in 3
x 2 metres and 6 x 3
metres are available with
up to six positions (12
racks), while the gantry
systems are infinitely vari-
able and can use ‘A’ and
‘L’ frames as well as com-
pact storage.

6 x 3 metre gantry
loaders can also load
directly from Float Liner
delivery racks dropped in
the crane area.  ■

Automatic breakout

Automatic
loading


